A Mother’s Flair

Three Card Box Set and Envelopes – Jodie Meyer
Three Card Box Set & Envelopes Supplies
Stamped Images and Sentiment:
A Mother’s Flair OC pg 46

DSP:
Colour Theory (144193) AC
Fresh Florals (144131) AC
Inks:
Powder Pink (144084) AC
Lemon Lime Twist (144086) AC
Marina Mist (126962) AC

Tool:
Big Shot
Stampin’ Trimmer
Envelope Punch Board

Cardstock:
Whisper White A4 Thick Cardstock (140490) AC
Whisper White (106549) AC
Lemon Lime Twist (144250) AC
Silver Foil Sheet (132178) AC
Dies:
Stitched Shapes Framelits (145372) AC
Ribbon/Embellishments:
Silver Mini Sequin Trim (144230) AC
Whisper White Organza (145590) OC
Powder Pink Shimmer Ribbon (144151) AC
Powder Pink Finely Woven Ribbon (144134) AC
Rhinestone Basic Jewels (144220) AC
Metallic Enamel Shapes (141678) AC
Adhesives:
Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755) AC
Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430) AC
Mini Glue Dots (103683) AC
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A Mother’s Flair
Three Card Box Set & Envelopes Instructions
Cut one A4 Whisper White Thick on the long side in to three 9cm strips. This will give 3 card bases 9cmx21cm.
Score each of these at 10.5cm and fold.
Each card front is stamped to showcase an image from the stamp set as a background using a different ink
colour.

Card 1 – Powder Pink Hat
1. Stamp the beautiful hat image randomly on to the card front.
2. Stamp the sentiment ‘Hope you day is as wonderful as you are’ on to a scrap piece of whisper white and
cut out with a stitched circle die. Do an extra one of these ready for the Card & Envelope Box Holder.
3. Cut a 9cmx2.5cm length of dsp and banner the ends.
4. Cut 9cm of whisper white organza ribbon and 10cm of powder pink shimmer ribbon. Cut the ends on an
angle. Cut 20cm of mini sequin trim.
5. Arrange these elements together (remember to double the mini sequin trim) and adhere as one
embellishment when you are happy with how they look.
6. Use stampin’ dimensionals on the back of the sentiment and place it on top of the ribbon and banner
element.
7. Adhere the whole piece to the card front using multipurpose adhesive glue on the back of the dsp
banner
8. Give your card a bit of extra bling with a metallic enamel heart shape just above the sentiment and a
couple of rhinestones on the card base.
9. For the inside of the card, mask the hat stamp so you can stamp only the flower swirls in the bottom
right hand corner, adhere a strip of dsp that matches the banner on the card front. Stamp the image
again on a scrap piece of whisper white and cut out the flower. Glue it in place on the dsp near the
swirls. Carefully glue a sequin from the mini sequin trim to the centre of the flower.
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Card 2 – Lemon Lime Twist Handbag
1. Stamp the lovely handbag image randomly on to the card front.
2. Stamp the sentiment ‘You make motherhood look SO GOOD’ on to a scrap piece of whisper white in
lemon lime twist ink and cut out using a stitched oval die.
3. Cut a piece of lemon lime twist and silver foil card 9.5cm x 3cm.
4. Use the scallop thinlit from the seasonal layers thinlits on one edge of each of the lemon lime twist
card and silver foil card. Layer these together with a sneak peak of the silver foil showing from under
the lemon lime twist card.
5. Wrap a 12cm length of white organza ribbon around the top of the scalloped layers and adhere the
whole piece the very top of the card front using dimensionals. Ensure you leave a space without
dimensionals to slip the sentiment under the scalloped edge.
6. Use multipurpose liquid glue on the back of the oval sentiment and place on the card front by
tucking it just under the scallop at the top.
7. For some extra shine to set off the scallop add some rhinestones.
8. For the inside of the card, stamp the flowers on the handbag stamp across the bottom edge ensuring
you move the image up and down slightly to give it some interest rather than a straight line. Place a
rhinestone just in from the right edge.
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Card 3 – Marina Mist Stilettos
1. Stamp the stiletto image randomly on to the card front. Sponge along the edges of the card front.
2. Stamp the sentiment ‘Life is beautiful because of you’ on to a scrap piece of whisper white and cut out
with a stitched square die.
3. Cut a piece of colour theory dsp with the next size up stitched square die.
4. Place dimensionals of the back of the sentiment and centre on top of the dsp layer. Adhere the layered
sentiment to the centre of the card front.
5. Cut a length of whisper white organza ribbon and wrap around the card front tying a bow in the right
hand corner of the dsp layer.
6. Add some sparkle to this beautiful card front with a few randomly placed rhinestones.
7. On the inside of the card, lightly sponge along the bottom edge and adhere a thin strip of dsp
(0.5cmx9cm).
Envelopes –
Cut a 17.1cmx17.1cm square piece white photocopy paper. Place on the envelope punch board and score at
7.6cm on the envelope punch board. Follow instructions for board. Before assembling the envelopes, stamp a
matching image in the corner and remember to also match the colours to the cards. Use a little wink of stella to
add a little twinkle to the envelopes.
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Envelope and Card Box Holder –
Use a matching dsp to one of your card designs. I went with the fresh floral in powder pink. Cut dsp 25cm x
8.5cm. Score long side on stampin’ trimmer at 2cm, 12cm, 14cm and 24cm. Score short side at 2cm. Refer to
template for cutting instructions.
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To decorate the assembled card holder, wrap a piece of Powder Pink Finely Woven Ribbon around the box and
tie a bow at the front on the left hand side. Place the cards and envelopes in the holder and line up the
sentiment directly in front of the sentiment on the powder pink hat card. Add some rhinestones to finish off the
sweet sparkly look. If you wish to decorate that back, stamp the ‘Happy Mother’s Day’ sentiment in powder
pink in and fussy cut out or use the petal palette frame die. Adhere to the back along the ribbon with mini glue

dots and add a rhinestone at each end.
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